
JURISPRUDENCE LECTURES 

Lecture 2: Law and Force – Austin v Hart 

Austins theory – involves application of force by the state(different to other 
forms of coercing behaviour – command theory of law 

 Regarded the law as social constructed and therefore not necessarily just
 Law is imposed by those with political power (opposite of natural law 

power – those with power aren’t necessarily reasonably and moral – in 
contrast with blackson)

 Austin concerned with reforming the law and providing basis for 
improving it

o Distinguished analysing law as it is and undertaken expositatory 
(bentham) /general jurisprudence (Austin) - and evaluating law . 
and making recommendations for its improvement, 
(bentham/censorial jurisprudence) Austin called art of legislation

 Law isn’t as it should be or as we would like it to be is central to legal 
postivisim – Austin ‘the existence of law is one thing, its merit or demerit 
is another’

 Tried to isolate features of law properly so called – attempting to guide 
behaviour – referring to laws with an imperative behaviour (guide or 
behaviour/tell us what to do)

o Opposed to laws of science (describes universe not what to do) – 
Austin says only in a metaphorical sense

 Laws properly so called must emanate from a superior – power to inflict 
power (god, parent, employer – basically a authority figure)

 Law strictly so called – layed down or issued by sovereign of state
 Law properly so called – eminate from any superior

o Strictly so called is a subset emanating from the state/sovereign 
(also calls positive laws – substance of jurisprudence)

 Sovereign = supreme political superior – Austin ‘that person or body who 
is habitually obeyed by the bulk of society and who doesn’t habitually 
obey any other person or body’

o Could be dictator or democratically elected sovereign according to 
Austin 

o No sovereign? we are dealing with a society that doesn’t have law 
 Force applied by state is the defining characteristic of law
 What makes us under a legal duty – commanded to do something by the 

sovereign in the state backed up by threat of punishment if we fail to 
comply. Therefore breach will be punished by sovereign

Harts Critique of Austin Key Considerations throughout
 Must return to distinction between factual statements and normative 

statements central to criticisms 
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o Factual statements describe the way the world is (some people eat 
healthily) – descriptive 

o Normative statement – you ought to eat healthily (prescriptive 
statement) 

 Reduces propositions of law to non-normative factual statements – i.e. 
proposition of law that we drive on the left hand side of the road 

o Non-normative factual statements 
o When there is a legal proposition Austin reduces that to orders 

being given, punishments being threatened, habbits of obedience 
 Need to conduct an imperial investigation into whether sovereign 

commands something and if we are likely to be punished for disobeying 
this command (factual matters not normative matters)

 Therefore – sovereign is body that IS IN FACT obeyed and IN FACT doesn’t 
obey anyone else 

 Doesn’t say – Sovereign is the one with the RIGHT to make law
 Law is what we IN FACT OBEY, not what we ought to obey or should obey
 Concerned about factual matter not what ought to be (simply habits, 

commands and punishments)
 Took this approach due to favour of natural scientific approach and 

wished to extend this to the social world 
o Led him to analyse law with respect empirically observable 

regularities of behaviour 
 Can be termed as a behaviourists account of law (external 

view of law – no mention of attitudes reasons or beliefs of 
participants or their mental/internal states)

HARTS CRITIQUE

 Argues A theory leaves many features of legal system unexplained. 
Therefore, can’t be understood by threat of harm backed up by non 
compliance

 Five Feature Hart believes Austin Can’t explain
o 1. Hart points out Austin is saying laws are like the threats of a 

gunman – argues this approach is inplasuable as threats of harm 
are incapable of placing us under obligations (where as the law is 
accepted by placing us under obligations

 obliged to do it  (incentive to comply) but under no 
obligation or duty to do it (no right of gunman) – factual 
matter if we are obliged

 if disobeyed and killed not that right to be then killed
 law dif because many people accept the authority of the law

(judges /legal officials) – they use normative language of 
obligation and rights/ duty to do what law replies not 
because we will be punished (normative dimension of legal 
discourse which Austins account is incapable of explaining

 key point = difference between being obliged and being 
under an obligation (which incurs a duty regardless of 
consequences – can be justifiably criticised for your failure 
as it is normative matter)
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 doesn’t believe the law is morally legitament to accept its 
authority 

 obligations = legal obligations not necessarily moral 
duties 

o 2. Austin ignores the fact there are different kinds of laws with very
different functions (hence Austins theory is inadequate)

 A assumes all laws order people to do thing with harm of a 
sanction

 hart points out this is false and imposes aspurious 
uniformity on law – not all legal laws are the same 
kind

 criminal laws come closest to Austins theory of law 
(attaching a price tag to non-compiance)

 however, still not like threats of a gunman, as 
gunman doesn’t have to obey own orders unlike law 
makers (lawmakers aren’t outside the law)

 some laws are power conferring (no sanction for 
wrongdoing) – rather allows individuals to act in certain 
ways 

 some confer laws on private individuals (contracts, 
wills, marriage) – assists people to do certain things 
– not imposing duties rather are facilitative.

o E.g. law – sale of land must be writing (won’t 
be punished if failed to adhere)

 Conferring power on officials (public/ constitutional 
law) – focus on guidance of conduct

o Judges
o Legislators to make laws

o 3. Defining sovereignty in terms of habitual obedience cannot 
explain the continuity of the authority to make law.

 Seamless transfer of authority to new law makers 
(incompatible with Austins theory)

 As they have yet to receive habitual obedience from 
population – results in inbetween period where law 
cannot be made

 We need the concept of someone or some body with the 
right to make law in orer to explain the continuity of law-
making power

 Not important that laws are obeyed, rather authority or 
right to make laws (Normative context)

o 4. Austins theory cannot account for the persistence of laws: the 
fact laws remain valid even though the law makers have changed

 Law remains valid because there is a rule conferring 
authority on the laws of the past (explanation of persistence
of laws according to Hart) 

o 5. Sovereign power is not indivisible (implies only one sovereign 
body/individual) and legally illimitable (no legal limits to what 
sovereign can command)
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 Many Legal systems where power is divided between state 
and federal polity (more than 1 sovereign body in these 
jurisdictions) 

 Supreme power limited by positive law is not a flat 
contradiction in terms

 US and AUS have legal limits derived from 
Constitution on what sovereign may enact as law 
(e.g. separation of powers)  - disproves Austin’s 
theory. 

 Law creates sovereignty of people, people do not 
have sovereignty outside of the law 

Hart acknowledges that in practice some degree of coercion may be necessary in 
practice and that many people obey the law out of fear of sanctions. However, he 
insists that coercion is not a defining characteristic of law. 

As we can imagine a society with law without sanctions (i.e. society of 
angels, or mars without sanctions but otherwise like ours) we would 
describe it as a legal system despite lacking a mechanism of enforcement. 
Austin wouldn’t, Hart would 

Austin and Hart as Positivists 

SUBSTANTIVE POSITIVISM  - Two connected thesis 

A. The Social Facts thesis (natural lawyers disagree – what is just is universal)

 Law is a social constructed
 Law is created/posited by human beings – hence label ‘positivism’
 What the law requires is ultimately an empirical and contingent (ie 

variable) matter, varying from society to society, jurisdiction to 
jurisdiction

 What is law depends ultimately on social facts – people’s behaviour, 
attitude and beliefs interacting with each other 

o i.e. social fact that Julia Gillard was Prime Minister (non-
normative)

For Austin relevant social facts are about commands, habits of obedience, and 
punishment (facts about behaviour) – requires empirical investigation into 
behaviour 

Hart agrees that law is about social facts but dif to Austin:

 fact majority of people obey the law 
 Special kind of rule accepted and applied legal officials, termed 

recognition.
o Criteria for establishing is a law is valid within a particular society 

– matter of something internal not compliance (focus on mental 
states not just how they behave) 
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B. Separability Thesis

 Law and morality are conceptually separable 
 Positivists say that is the law is just it is merely a contingent case 

(happens to be the case but might not be the case) – i.e. it is raining (it 
may not bet) conversely contingent truth is a necessary truth – one that 
cannot not be the case (i.e. 2+2= 4)

o Law is in necessarily just or a good rule (nothing in nature of law 
can guarantee its justice)

Austin: ‘the existence of law is one thing, its merit or demerit is another’

 Identifying the law (factual) is therefore one inquiry and morally 
evaluating it is a different inquiry

 Follows that there is no necessary connection between being under a legal
obligation to do X and being under a moral obligation to do X

METHODOLOGICAL POSITIVISM (not all positives are methodological)

 View about legal theory, not about law. About the activity of theorising 
about law

 MP requires that when thinking about law we are engaged in a morally 
neutral, descriptive enterprise. (aims to merely tell us what law is not 
justify is as a social institution

 Task to pick out central features of law: i.e. commands of sovereign, but 
not task to say if good or bad or if is deserves to be obeyed (rather a task 
for moral philosophers

 View on how legal theory should be done
 Describing relevant institutions or practices and leaving aside their moral 

desirability (natural law theorists reject that it can be a morally neutral 
exercise

o John Finnis and Ronal Dworkin: understanding the nature of law 
involves understanding that law is meant to serve a moral purpose 
(understanding why law is morally valuable)

o Dworkin believes it justifies the use of state force  

SOCIOLOGICAL POSITIVISM

View that we should seek to understand law from the outside in terms of 
empirically observable regularities in behaviour – Austin is a sociological 
positivist but Hart is not.
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Lecture 3 – Contemporary Positivism 

 Hart requires internal point of view: i.e. normative (complying because 
they believe it’s the right thing to do)

o Heremeneutic over behavioursits (mental state of participants)
 Distinguishes between habit and follow a social rule

o Habit only involves convergent behaviour 
 Group of people walk dog in park

o Habit; descriptive statement (describing the way it is)
o No rule requiring this behaviour

 ^ contrast to when people are following rule
o if doing so as following a social rule = correct or proper way 

(members view behaviour as obligatory and will criticise)
o prescriptive statement: normative language = internal point of 

view 
 Social rules exists BECAUSE they are PRACTISED OR ACCEPTED 

o Regard rule of how they should behave (i.e. rules of etiquette)
 Social rules occur at 3 major points: (according to Hart)

o Many people obey law because they view law from internal point 
of view.

 Not only ‘bad men’ who obey law because threat of 
punishment

 Many do it willingly 
o Allows explanation of why people talk of law in normative terms

 i.e. judges don’t talk of it as obliging us to obey, rather 
obligations (what we should do)

 not habits of obedience which not followed would be
punished 

o Social rules are a precondition for the existence of law
 No legal system unless legal officials view rules from 

normative point of view
 Different with private individuals

Harts Theory of Law    

Various phenomena central to law:
 Legal validity
 Ability for law makers to alter/change law
 Legal system resolving disputes

To understand these features law of recognition must guide legal officials. Hart 
requires Two different kinds of rules:

 Primary rules & Secondary rules 
 Primary rules are obligation imposing; What we are under a duty to do 

and not to do
o Not necessarily legal rules: could be religious or moral rules

 i.e. moral obligation to assist and support their parents in 
old age
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 What makes a primary rule a legally valid rule?
o Hart: made in a way that confirms to criteria of validity contained 

in a higher order rule or a secondary rule: (secondary rule is rule 
of recognition)

 tells us what counts as law in a particular society 
 refers to origins of rule of pedigree of rule 

 i.e. can you find this rule in the constitution/law 
reports/ acts of parliament/ delegated legislation

 Q? can rule of recognition stipulate that it must 
conform with moral norms

o Inclusive postivists like hart say yes
o Exclusive positivists say no

 Other secondary rules:
o Rule of change explains how law makers can change law

 Power conferring rules (H argued A left this out)
 i.e. must be majority in parliament in favour of 

change for it to be a valid law 
o Rules of adjudication:

 Determination of if there has been a breach and meaning of 
primary laws

 Power for judges to hear and resolve certain matters and 
impose penalties for violating rules 

 Rule of recognition will say that once judges have 
interpreted law in certain way it is a valid source of law.

 What gives rule of recognition its authority? (given it infers authority on 
primary rules)

o Not possible to refer to a more fundamental kind of rule
o H relies on recognition being a SOCIAL rule

 Because not created due to other rules 
 Simply by being practiced and accepted 
 It is not its-self legally valid
 Just because judges accept it is the appropriate standard
 Brute matter of social fact (officials regard it as the standard

they ought to follow)
o Precondition is legal official accept a rule of recognition ( a 

secondary rule) which allows them to pick out certain (primary) 
rules of their society as valid legal rules

 Union of primary and secondary rules unlike Austin
 Most people obey the law: if most disobeyed wouldn’t have 

a functioning effective system at all 
 Hart believes this union is more effectively than primary 

rules alone (conduct regulating rules)
o H asks us to imagine society with only primary rules, no secondary 

rules
 Three reasons why not good at guiding conduct of its 

members:
 People may disagree whether a proported law is a 

genuine law and they WOULDN’T be able to solve 
Disagreement (rule of recognition lets us resolve)
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 If ppl in society want to change primary rules would 
have difficulty doing that: no rules of change 
stipulating what they must do to effect this kind of 
change

o Lack of secondary rules
 No way of resolving dispute over interpretation of 

rules 
o Lack secondary rule conferring power to 

interpret rules in a specific way.
o If they acceptd secondary rules would turn 

society into a legal system and resolve 
problems (move into legal state)

 Hart isn’t saying efficienty brought by law makes it morally superior than 
just primary rules: ‘a system of law may be more unjust than a system of 
primary rules’

o Opens up possibility that oppression may be more effective with 
secondary rules

 Hart doesn’t say legal officials have to believe law is moral to use 
normative language

o Normative language used in games, eating, religion, morality, self 
interest: Should/ought to do things

 Legal obligations aren’t necessarily moral obligations 
 Harts reasons for believing he avoided pitfalls of Austins approach:

o He can explain the difference between coercion and law (force and 
law)

o Account for normative of law (reference to way officials willing 
follow the law)

 Hart can retain positivist conceptual separation of law from morality
o Explanation of law’s normativity makes no reference to its moral 

value
 Grounded in social facts of officials practices (rule of 

recognition) without need for them to believe it is moral

Misunderstanding of separability thesis

 Some critics think H saying no need for laws to meet moral standards (i.e. 
positivist believes law and morality should be kept separate)

o Unsupported, positivists believe law should be just 
o Positivists just believe law is not guaranteed to be just 

 Law and morality never coincide (they always diverge as a matter of social
fact)

o Positivists actually say it is frequently morally defensible, rather 
this is simply a contingent matter (not necessarily the case)

 Some critics think that positivists believe judges should never decide 
cases on moral grounds

o Clearly not true due to doctrine of discretion 
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o Hard cases (where law is not clear) Hart believes there is a gap in 
the law, judges have no choice but to exercise discretion on moral 
grounds

 When law is clear judges should blindly enforce it regardless of how 
tyrannical it may be

o H argues law may be to evil to obeyed, judges shouldn’t blindly 
enforce the law

o Follows that something is legally obligatory doesn’t mean it is 
morally obligatory 

 Dworkin: Moral arguments are frequently required when judges have to 
determine what the existing law is, positivists can’t explain this

o Gave rise to debate between inclusive and exclusive positivism 

DWORKIN’S ATTACK ON POSITIVISM 

Three premises:

 Positivism takes a plain fact view of the law
o Positivists believe questions of law can be answered by look at 

formal black letters of the law (constitution, statue etc)
 Judges are under a legal obligation to use moral reasoning to resolve legal 

cases 
o Notwithstanding moral considerations not being contained in 

black letter of law
o Instead found in larger set of moral and political norms

 When judges appeal to moral principles they aren’t creating new law, 
merely telling us what the law is (discovering the law)

Gives two cases to show these premises are true

 Riggs v Palmer
o Q: whether grandson who poisoned grandfather could inherit 

under will
o Literal reading: grandson not disqualified 
o Held: majority found he couldn’t inherit vie invoking fundamental 

maximum
 No one shall benefit from their on fraud or take advantage 

of own wrong or acquire property on his own crime
o Dwarkin see’s this as court invoking moral standard to create 

acception to an unambiguous rule
o Court said not making new rule, just declaring what the law is 

 Henningsen v Bloomfield Motors
o Sought to rely on clause in contrat to avoid liability for expenses of 

injury due to defects in car
o No law of contract law preventing manufacturing relying on clause 
o Held: not case due to moral obligations: car manufactures and 

courts must protect those that are vulnerable.
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Why Dworkin claims these cases disprove positivism

 They show judges are legally required to apply moral principles (premise 
2)

 These principles are part of  law (premise 3)
 These premises are not to be found in the law books – lack a black letter 

source 
o Positvists believe q of law can be answered by black letter of law 

(law of recognition). Therefore, positivism is disproved.

Positivists hit back but agree that judges are under legal obligation to resort to 
moral principles but explain different in two ways: Inclusive and Exclusive 
positivism 

INCLUSIVE POSITIVSM 

 Agree with D that judges consider moral obligations as part of law, BUT, 
because rule of recognition requires judges to use moral reasoning to 
determine law 

o Deny first premises of D: that positivism must take plain fact view 
of law.

 PF: view of law where criteria of law contained in rule of 
recognition must non-moral

 Argued moral principles can be a source of law because law 
of recognition can include moral principles 

 Hart is an inclusive positivists
o Dworking wrongly assumes RR can only make reference to black 

letter of law
o No logical restriction on the rule of recognition: just what judges 

criteria accepted by judges as legal validity: nothing to stop them 
from accepting that morality is necessary for legal validity

 E.g. US Bill of Rights: legislation violating moral princiiples 
is invalid

 Hence judges must use moral reasoning to see if a law is 
valid 

 Contingent human decision (i.e social facts) empirical fact 
that judges decide legal disputes based on moral principals 

 Other countries rule of law might not refer to moral validity 

EXCLUSIVE POSITIVISTS –Textbook chapter 4.6

 Plain fact view of law, but deny 3rd premise
 Obligation to apply non legal norms to create new law in accordance with 

morality (not tell us what the law is)
 Raz: what law is on any matter is necessirly a value free enquirery

o Depends only upon empirically discoverable facts about what is in 
the black letter sources of law: sources thesis 

o Raz accepts Dworkins view of positivism as a plain fact view of law 
(impossible for morality to be a criteria of legal validity)
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